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Dr. John M. Dunn
Miller Davis talking points
Oct. 2, 2012

• Sangren Hall--the new Sangren Hall--is literally and figuratively at the heart of
our campus. This building and the pedestrian mall adjacent to it have transformed
our core campus. This facility reflects and enhances all the values we hold dear-intellectual success, discovery, sustainability, excellence and a commitment to both
our community and our legacy of transforming lives.
• Not only is this building a state-of the-art showcase for teaching technology, it
also illustrates our commitment to the future of our state, nation and world. It helps
us model for our students our commitment to sustainability principles. It is a
structure literally built to illustrate what it means to build "green." And it is a
structure built to both inspire and meet the practical demands of life on a university
campus.
• The $60 million Sangren Hall will save the University more than $340,000 in
annual energy costs compared to the building it replaces. It also will cut overall
water consumption by 50 percent. And throughout the building, there are sensors
to ensure efficient use of the energy we do use.
• Built from sustainable materials, Sangren features recycled structural steel that
came from within 500 miles of Kalamazoo, locally sourced concrete, renewable
cork walls and flooring, wood features made from renewable bamboo, terrazzo
flooring that incorporates recycled glass and sea shells, and a sophisticated air
exchange wheel that will help cut heating and cooling energy usage by up to 70
percent.

• Green roofing and daylight harvesting features are also part of the facility that
was built to LEED gold specifications.

